Physicochemical properties and transport of steroids across Caco-2 cells.
The purpose of this work was to study the relevant physicochemical properties for the absorption of steroids. Various physicochemical properties of steroids were calculated (molecular weight, ClogP, static polar surface area [PSA], etc.). Within this series of steroids, different pharmacological groups were defined. Based on the outcome of this survey, steroids were selected for the Caco-2 permeability study. The apparent permeability coefficients (Papp) were related to the calculated and measured physicochemical properties. Between the defined groups of steroids, ClogP was the most discriminative descriptor. The steroids were well transported over the cell monolayers and the Papp was independent of the concentration and the transport direction. No relationship was found with the PSA; however, the Papp showed a weak inverse correlation with ClogP. The molecular descriptors and Papp values showed that all steroids are well transported. The small differences in the Papp values showed a weak inverse correlation with ClogP: the hydrophilic steroids (ClogP approximately 0-2) tend to diffuse faster over the cell monolayers compared with the more hydrophobic steroids (ClogP approximately 5). The relationship with ClogP suggests that partitioning of steroids between the biologic membrane and the surrounding aqueous phase is one of the main mechanisms for absorption.